
 

 

Rt Hon Grant Shapps MP  
Secretary of State for Transport 
Government of the United Kingdom 
 
In copy: 
Lord Bethell, Baroness Williams 

 
 London, 12 February 2021 
 
Dear Secretary of State, 
 
 
As a follow up to your conversation with Paul Drechsler CBE last week, we offer our 
full support to building an international coalition around a UK-led safe travel scheme. 
With G7 in the UK this year, we believe the UK has a critical leadership role to play in 
re-booting the international transport, travel and tourism industries (Global Mobility). 
  
The International Chamber of Commerce has set the safe restart of Global Mobility as 
a core priority for 2021, and, with that objective in mind, has enabled the creation of 
ICC AOKpass, an independent digital passport, designed to enable governments and 
industry to re-boot Global Mobility with safe, certified travel hubs and routes. 
 
ICC AOKpass enables travellers to pass through travel systems using a simple App 
on their phone or mobile device. The App uses certified COVID test and vaccine 
results from our internationally recognised health partner, International SOS, with all 
personal data kept as the personal property of the user. The App simply informs the 
utilised travel system the traveller is safe to travel and pass through in a similar way 
to a digital boarding pass. 
  
We first successfully piloted the scheme in September 2020 in the Etihad routes from 
Pakistan to Abu Dhabi, and is now being used, among others, by Alitalia to screen 
passengers flying from Rome to New York and by Etihad from Paris to Abu Dhabi. 
Uniquely, our solution has also been fully integrated into the systems of the Singapore 
Immigration Authority. Through these pilots we now have an operational system with 
considerable and unique real-world experience in developed and developing. 
countries. Our experience enables ICC AOKpass to meet the needs of real users and 
of test providers simultaneously. 
  
It might also be of interest to you and your team that ICC AOKpass has been selected 
to be used in Spain to reopen the economy of the Catalan city of Girona, where it will 
be employed as the only digital health passport that will allow access to events, 
restaurants, and leisure activities (e.g., access to a football stadium for live matches), 
and for travel. This pilot is also a great opportunity to ensure that ICC AOKpass is 
accessible to all citizens. We are doing this through the use of ICC AOKpass as proof 
of vaccination, proof of negative antigen tests, and proof of antibodies. 
  



 

ICC is the largest world business organization representing more than 45 million 
companies of all sizes and sectors, employing more than 1 billion people in over 100 
countries. We are the business partners of choice working closely with the World 
Health Organization in its response to the pandemic and a strategic partner to the 
World Trade Organization. We are also a G20 Network Partner and the only business 
organisation with UN Observer Status. ICC United Kingdom is the representative 
office of ICC in the UK and supports the voice of British industry at intergovernmental 
level.  
  
 
We would welcome the opportunity to meet and discuss how we can help.  
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 

 
 
Chris Southworth     John Denton 
Secretary General     Secretary General 
ICC United Kingdom    ICC 
 
 
 
encl: ICC AOKpass General Overview & ICC AOKpass Overview of Implementations. 
 

 


